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Eight cases of late potentials (LP) in signal averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG) are described in 75 (11%) athletes who have no evidence of heart disease. These athletes were part of a consecutive series of 79 top deficient athletes. The cardiological assessment using electrocardiography, dynamic electrocardiography, vectorcardiography, echocardiography and treadmill testing showed absence of heart disease in all cases. Signs of athletic heart were found in 8 cases: one sign (4 cases), 2 signs (1 case), 3 signs (2 cases), 4 signs (1 case). The 11% prevalence of LP in this group of athletes is significant when compared with the 1.4% prevalence of LP in healthy individuals described in the literature (p<0.001). Follow-up of these 8 athletes during a period of approximately 22.5±2.8 months failed to reveal cardiac events. Although the existence of a subgroup of athletes with particular features cannot be ruled out, the results show the low positive predictive value of the presence of LP in the SAECG in a population with a low prevalence of fatal cardiac events. This finding supports the validity of Bayes theorem.

In the present study, we discuss SAECG tracings that indicate the existence of LP in 8 out of a consecutive series of 79 elite handicapped athletes who underwent noninvasive cardiological evaluation.

Report of the cases

Seventy-nine consecutive cases of top deficient athletes (48 physically handicapped, 12 visually handicapped and 19 with cerebral palsy) from a variety of sport modalities, 27.8±6.7 years of age, 59 of whom were men, were assessed. The protocol included physical examination, electrocardiography (ECG), 24-hour dynamic electrocardiography – Holter monitoring (HM), Doppler echocardiography (ECO), vectorcardiogram (VCG), exercise testing (ET), SAECG and serologic testing for Chagas’ disease (hemagglutination). The HM was performed in 6 cases and the VCG, in 6 cases. All patients had negative results in the serological tests.

The SAECG was performed with Predictor software, version 6.1, (Corazonix Corp. – USA), using 3 orthogonal leads X,Y, Z, and a filter of 40Hz. Cases that showed at least one of the 3 following signs were defined as having LP: QRS duration (QRSD) >114ms, duration of the low amplitude potentials (<40 microvolt - LAS) >38ms, and mean voltage of the last 40ms of the filtered QRS complex (RMS – 40) <20 microvolt.

Identification of the athletes and the individual results of the parameters obtained in the SAECG are shown in table I.

Case 1 - A 24-year-old asymptomatic male track and field athlete with cerebral palsy; ECG, sinus bradyarrhythmia, pattern of early repolarization, U Wave; VCG, biventricular overload; ET and ECHO, within the normal range; HM, 4 ventricular extrasystoles (VE), 2 paired VE; the follow-up for 21 months failed to show cardiac events.

Case 2 - A 31-year-old physically handicapped male soccer player, with indefinite and sporadic palpitations and a mitral systolic murmur +; ECG, sinus bradycardia and pattern of early repolarization, U Wave; VCG, right anterior divisional block; ET within the normal range with paired and
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Case 3 - An 18-year-old physically handicapped male soccer player, who suffered from seizures until the age of 14 years (undergoing neurological therapy), showed a systolic mesocardial murmur +; ECG, early repolarization pattern, U Wave; ET and ECHO within the normal range; HM, sinus arrhythmia and 3 supraventricular extrasystoles (SVE); the 17-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events.

Case 4 - A 23-year-old physically handicapped male soccer player, (undergoing neurological therapy for seizures), with indefinite complaints of sporadic dizziness, inconstant splitting of the second heart sound; ECG, pattern of early repolarization, U Wave; VCG, right inferior divisional block; ET, ECHO and HM, within the normal range; the 25-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events.

Case 5 - A 33-year-old asymptomatic physically handicapped male pentathlete, showing a mitral systolic murmur + and a systolic click; ECG, early repolarization pattern, U Wave; VCG, right ventricular overload; ET and ECHO within the normal range; HM, 1 VE; the 24-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events (fig. 1).

Case 6 - A 23-year-old visually handicapped male judoka, with nonanginal chest pain and a mesocardial systolic click; ECG, right inferior divisional block; ET and ECHO within the normal range; HM, sinus arrhythmia; 25-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events.

Case 7 - A 23-year-old asymptomatic physically handicapped male swimmer; ECG, sinus bradycardia, pattern of early repolarization; ET and ECHO within the normal range; the 21-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events.

Case 8 - A 49-year-old asymptomatic physically handicapped male table tennis player, with a baseline systolic murmur + and a mesocardial systolic click; ECG, U Wave; ET and ECHO within the normal range; the 22-month follow-up failed to show cardiac events.

Discussion

Rare cases of sudden death in athletes during competitions have occurred. In the subgroup of individuals 30 years of age or older, these events have been mainly attributed to coronary heart disease whereas in the group under 30 years of age, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy has been considered the main cause. To analyze the usefulness of the SAECG in cases of coronary heart disease, syncope and dilated cardiomyopathy to stratify the risk of severe cardiac events, the presence of LP in top deficient athletes was studied. Of 79 athletes, 75 of whom had no indication of cardiovascular diseases, 8 (9.8%) athletes with LP were noted. Thus, the prevalence of LP was slightly higher than that found in healthy volunteers.

The athletic heart is a condition characterized by clinical, radiological and electrocardiographic signs and exists in active athletes. It is the result of physiological adaptations to prolonged physical exercise. Generally, the following findings are considered signs of athletic heart: systolic click, systolic murmur, presence of 3rd and 4th heart sounds, sinus bradyarrhythmia, incomplete right bundle branch block, ventricular overload, early repolarization juvenile pattern of the T wave, cavity diameters and ventricular thickness above or within the upper normal limit. All 8 athletes in our study showed signs of athletic heart: 1 sign (4 cases); 2 signs (1 case); 3 signs (2 cases); 4 signs (1 case).

In all the 8 athletes, the absence of classical symptoms related to cardiac dysrhythmias, the normal results of TT and ECHO, the absence of significant arrhythmias at the DECG and the negative results of the serological tests for Chagas disease supported the hypothesis of the absence of heart disease in these cases. The series of 79 consecutive athletes showed the presence of coronary risk factors in...
37% of the cases, with a potential risk in 15%, a moderate risk in 3% and no risk in 70%.

Borbola and Denes conducted a literature review on the incidence of LP in healthy individuals and found 16 studies between 1981 and 1988, which included 513 individuals in control groups. The age ranged from 18 to 67 years, with means ranging between 29 and 37 years. The prevalence of LP ranged from 0 to 7% (mean, 1.4%). In our case series, a prevalence of 9.8% in the athletes overall and of 11% among athletes with no evidence of heart diseases (n=67) was reported. There was a significant difference between this figure of 11% and the figures reported in the literature (1.4%) (p<0.001%). Coto et al described a 6% prevalence of LP in 50 healthy individuals, out of which 38 were athletes and 12 exercised regularly. In our series, follow-up of the athletes after approximately 2 years failed to show any cardiac events. Although we cannot rule out the existence of a subgroup of athletes with special features, these results may be explained by the Bayes theorem, which shows the lower positive predictive value of diagnostic tests in a population with a low prevalence of a specific disease. Thus, we emphasize again the significance of the clinical findings in the interpretation of subsidiary diagnostic tests.
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